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particular disgruntled cases.
91   Do you find the Indian officer efficient ?—Yes, the Indian officer is efficient from the technical point of view.    I have the very greatest respect for the technical knowledge of most of my Indian officers    want that! have serving under me at the present moment,     up - -but their defect, which I cannot hide and I must
•express is that they are affected by their surrounding. That is the purely personal point of view; the outside influences that are brought to bear on them hamper their efficiency.
92. Your opinion is that-3. judicious «*«*«««	Tne mawar Wiw __«7 ,
the two, European and Indian officers, is the best    gm^deratioil of the Irrigation Board.
94. You tufcjM.ws.v-w. —.~ —— --— -—- s»~-- . . ,. _ the Irrigation department might suffer if irrigation were transferred to an Indian minister responsible
;get an abnormal price for our laud, 1,300,000 acres of land. Then we might be able to start in ten years' less time.
 82.	*       *       *       In reply to a question by the
Chairman I think you said that money borrowed by
the  Government  of  India was lent for  irrigation
•schemes at a slightly higher rate than that paid by
the Government of India itself ?—Yes, £ per cent.
 83.	Were you complaining about that ?—No.
 84.	You realise that a Presidency could not borrow
money on such favour-able terms as the Government
of India could borrow money ?—Yes.    I put that up
myself as a, personal expression of opinion in 1933.
 85.	On the question of funds generally, have you
ever known a demand for grants for any irrigation
scheme in the Bombay Presidency being refused by
the   provincial   council ?—Well,   they   have   been
refused  to  all intents   and  purposes, because the
opposition has been so great by certain interested
parties that Government did not press a division,
they   withdrew   the   demands.    Government   had
ultimately to withdraw the demands, though they
-were actually budgeted and tabled.
 86.	Can you tell me the reason for the opposition
to what is, after all, a most important subject in
India ?—The reason I mentioned just now is because
of this human failing of the selfish motive of the big
zamindars, the vast majority of whom are, from "Sind, members of the legislative council.
 87.	With regard to the transfer of irrigation, you
"have told us who are opposed to irrigation being
-transferred.    Could you  tell us briefly who are hi
favour of the transfer of irrigation, and why ?—I
think most of our enterprising politicians.
 88.	Can you say why ?    Do not answer the ques
tion unless you wish to ?—It is the question of power,
-which is sought by all politicians.
 89.	Arising out of the question of the European
officers for irrigation, would you like the Conference
to understand that. European  officers and  Indian
officers work in harmony in that department ?—
Yes, they work in very close harmony, almost com
plete harmony.	.
for irrigation ?—Exactly.	.   .
93  And that does not necessarily apply to imga--tion only, does it ?—No. not necessarily.
90.	Have you ever heard any complaint from an
Indian   officer that a superior  post  is filled by a
 the local council are opposed to the reservation of irrigation ?—The question has never been put to me by a body as represented by the legislative council, but only by certain members who happen to be members of the legislative council, and other individuals who hope to be members of the legislative council.
99.	You said that your Indian officers are very
good so far as the technical side is concerned, bat
that they had not the power of resisting outside
influences ?—I did not say " had not the power."
 100.	Thev are affected by outside influences ?—
Yes.
 101.	Would you not give them a trial so* that they
may be ab,le to strengthen their character and resist
the   outside   influences ?—The words I  have used
have been used to me by Indians themselves.
 102.	Would you give them the chance ?—I would
not mind  that experiment  being  carried  out  on
something less important than irrigation, because on
questions of irrigation, especially with a scheme of
this size, millions of 'persons are immediately and
directly affected.

 103.	Then do  I take it that yon  confine  yonr
remarks  to the  Sukkur Barrage  staff ?—No,   my
remarks apply to the irrigation stafi for the whole
Bombay presidency.
 104.	To enable Indians to get the power to resist
outside influences, I want you to put them in the
Irrigation department.—Very good, but they cannot
be unsupported by Europeans for very many years
to come.

 105.	I  do  not mind  their  being  supported  by
Europeans.—Then my further point is that if this
experiment is made it is an  experiment that is
scarcely fair to the general  public in a matter of
Me and death.    We are not justified in carrying out
such an experiment without very great thought, an
experiment of such vital importance to the general
populace.
 106.	You  recognise  that whether it is a central
subject or a reserved subject, the legislative council
will have the power to criticise and comment upon
and influence Government as regards these subjects ?
	Yes,    We are in a very happy position at the
present moment, and that is why I do not want to see it altered.    At present the legislative council
113. I am told that the Government of the Punjab tap the Indus and its tributaries higher mt to take a certain amount of water,
114 Have you come to any arrangement with the Punjab Government as to how much they will take and how much they will leave for the use of the Sukkur Barrage ?—The Punjab Government have Put in their demands and we have put hi our counter-demands, and the matter will eventually come under
Ai0  Consequently the question of what amount water vou will get in future depends oil the result waws   y    .. ..        wnich are proceeding between . Government of the Punjab ?— it stake is only as to the amount bad years, and then.
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